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Abstract:

In this paper we describe a single-server-based system we developed for a large scale networking laboratory.
The system, based on virtual machines, is capable of running many concurrent virtual networks, each consisting of PCs, routers and switches, that can be connected in various configurations. Lab users can initiate and
switch lab experiments with a simple web-based interface and remotely access each of the network devices for
configuration and measurements, therefore, users can perform the lab either in a 30 students lab session with
a TA or from home at their convenience. In addition, administration tools are simple and most failures can be
recovered using a web interface. This cost effective system is based on Linux and other open-source/freeware
software and was proven to be very effective in practice in the last two years.
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INTRODUCTION

In the course of educating computer, electrical and
communication systems engineers the role of computer networks laboratory, and in particular Internet
laboratory is very important. The design and implementation of a successful lab is very challenging,
since the basic feature of such a lab is to facilitate a
complex communication infrastructure between many
and different networking devices. Moreover, lab users
should be able to establish different network topologies and to have full control (i.e., ”root access”) over
the devices. Clearly, the design of lab experiments
(by course instructor) is limited by the infrastructure
constrains that the lab can support.
Solutions and approaches to networking labs
evolved over the years, but the two basic ones are
simulations lab and physical lab. Simulations-based
labs, such as at (Wang et al., 2004) enjoy the ability
to execute large scale and complex experiments, as
well as the cost-effectiveness of the system. On the
down side, these labs are based on network simulators (i.e., NS2, OMNeT++, OPNET) and by definition
cannot fully capture the interaction between real net-

work devices. Physical based labs2 such as in (Liebeherr and Zarki, 2003) give an excellent platform to experience networking scenarios, but are obviously limited by their cost, accessibly and space. For example,
in (Liebeherr and Zarki, 2003), a lab is limited by its
size (four PCs, four routers and four Hubs). Moreover, it is not realistic to assume that a school will
afford to have so many lab stations (see Figure 1) for
a course, which significantly reduces the lab availably
for students. Recently, larger physical based lab systems (Emulab, 2008) were developed, but these systems are still very costly and complex to implement
and administer.
Another approach that is gaining popularity in recent years is virtualization or virtual labs (Fàbrega
et al., 2002; Kuczborski, 2005; Ramalingam, 2007;
Stockman, 2003; Wang et al., 2004). Virtualization
is referring to a hardware platform and software that
enables it to run many isolated and independent operating systems i.e. virtual machines. This approach
makes possible to run many network devices on a single computer
We take this direction and in this paper present a
case study of the virtual network laboratory we de-
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paraphrase on the book title ”Mastering Networks:
An Internet Lab Manual” (Liebeherr and Zarki, 2003).

2 laboratories

that consist of real hardware devices.

veloped and successfully exploited for almost two
years. The basic idea behind the lab was to implement the lab book ”Mastering Networks: An Internet
Lab Manual” (Liebeherr and Zarki, 2003) into a virtual lab. Our system is based on a single hardware
server that accommodates all virtual machines, opensource virtualization platform - Xen (Xen, 2008),
open-source virtual networks management software MLN (MLN, 2008), our own software tools for the
virtual laboratory management and user-friendly students’ interface, and a freeware VNC viewer program
to access the virtual machines from any computer
with Internet access. Our approach incorporates the
benefits of the real hardware laboratory, eliminates almost all drawbacks of other alternatives and is very
cost-effective.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in
section 2 we presents the main features of our system.
Section 3 gives a user oriented overview of our lab
and Section 4 discuss related work. Section 5 then
describe in detail our hardware and software configuration and we close the paper with some lab experiments examples.

bitrary topologies. Currently we divide these devices into 15 separate NetLabs, each consisting of
four PCs, four routers and 8 switches. To the best
of our knowledge such a large scale single server
virtual system has not been used before.
• System flexibility: Any network topology of the
above devices can be easily configured, including isolated networks, interconnection of subnetworks and networks with an Internet access.
• User remote access: a user can access and run
the lab from any PC connected to the Internet and
equipped with a standard web browser and a (freeware) VNC viewer. System users can select and
activate different lab topologies via a simple webbased interface. Activating or switching between
the topologies takes about 10 seconds which is
much faster than other approaches (i.e., cables in
real lab or MLN start/stop projects). In addition,
users can access their network devices remotely
via VNC clients.
• Cost and space effective: the system is based on
a single $3,000 server; there is no need for many
costly devices that occupy a lot of lab space.
• In-class instructions: following the above item,
in practice we have a 30 students lab sessions,
where students work in the lab with the help of
a lab instructor. If and when the students need
to complete the labs, they do it in their spare time,
from home or any computer station in the campus.
• Simple system administration: This includes
simple creation of new network topologies, webbased activity monitoring and failure recovery
(i.e., start/stop networks devices and labs), and
upgrade of virtual machines (i.e., virtual hardware
changes and installation of new software).
• Open source/freeware software.

Figure 1: Real Internet Lab equipment from (Liebeherr and
Zarki, 2003).
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SYSTEM FEATURES

The main features of our virtual networking lab are
summarized bellow:
• System capacity: our single server system supports the parallel running of 60 Virtual PCs (Linux
based), 60 virtual routers (Linux based) and 120
virtual switches. This sums to a total of 240 virtual network devices that can be configured in ar-

• Failure recovery: users can safely have ”root”
permissions since in case of failure it is easy to
recover the VM (just by replacing the damaged
image). The single server allows for full backup
and redundancy.
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LAB OVERVIEW

In this case study we implemented the lab to enable
students to run networking experiments taken from
Liebeherr and Zarki book ”Mastering Networks: An
Internet Lab Manual” (Liebeherr and Zarki, 2003).
The book gives a good and detailed set of Internet
labs which require a unit of equipment for each team
of students (in our case students work in pairs). Such

a unit has to include four PC’s, four routers and four
hubs for device interconnection. We call such a set
NetLab. Additionally, working in the real lab requires cables, connectors and a control unit (i.e, KVM
switch, display, etc.). Figure 1 (taken from the book)
illustrates a real NetLab.
Using virtual machines, we created a collection of
NetLabs, each consists of four virtual PCs, four virtual routers and 8 virtual switches3 . Ideally, we would
like to grant each team (pair) of students an exclusive
use of a unique NetLab (we distinguish between NetLab by their IDs) during the whole course. But, due to
the hardware and software limitations (described later
in the paper), we couldn’t have more than 15 NetLabs
(or 15*8=120 virtual machines) running concurrently,
so in practice every three pairs share a virtual NetLab
(but at different times). Each NetLab was configured
as an isolated private network. To enable access from
each network to the real world (mostly for transferring files required for lab reports) we added a virtual
FTP server that was connected on one side to all the
NetLabs and on its other side to the Internet. Figure 2
illustrate our virtual labs architecture.

Figure 3: Users topology control Web interface.

After setting the topology, in order to perform the
lab, students need to access network devices, configure them, run commands and perform measurements.
We enable access to virtual machines (i.e., PCs and
routers) using a VNC-viewer program which serves
as an input/output to it. Each virtual machine gets a
unique VNC display number which must be known
before accessing the machine. Figure 4 presents an
example of students’ view of the lab: a screen of several VNC displays opened in parallel. The top-right
window displays the desktop of a PC that runs software for capturing and analyzing network traffic. The
bottom-right window displays the desktop of a router
and shows the configuration process.

Figure 2: Our virtual lab architecture.

Students/users’ interface to the lab is very convenient. By using a web browser, users can choose
and activate the lab experiment and the topology setup
they need to take (single lab experiment can have several different topologies). Currently, users can choose
from an existing set of labs supplied by lab administrators. Due to a new approach that we developed
(describe later) the process of setting new topology
takes about 10 seconds. Previously (e.g., start/stop
machines), the task of changing topologies was very
slow, and actually it was not feasible if a few groups
wanted to change/start topologies in a short time period (e.g., start of class). Figure 3 is a print screen of
the topology control Web page.
3 we

needed 8 switches instead of four hubs since in
some lab routers are directly connected to PCs.

Figure 4: Users interface to virtual machines.

3.1

Example: Dynamic Routing Lab

The dynamic routing lab, taken from (Liebeherr and
Zarki, 2003), is an example of an advanced networking lab in which students learn and practice routing
protocols used in the Internet. The lab utilizes all
four PCs and four routers and includes experiments
with RIP, OSPF and BGP protocols. During the lab
students explore features, benefits and drawbacks of
each protocol. Figure 5 describes one of the topologies used during this lab.

Figure 5: Example of dynamic routing lab.

4

RELATED WORK

In this section we present related work done in the
area of computer networks laboratory education.
Real Computer Networks Lab Approach This
approach was proposed in the Liebeherr and Zarki
book ”Mastering Networks: An Internet Lab Manual” (Liebeherr and Zarki, 2003). There, the laboratory should be equipped with real computers and
routers. The advantage of this approach is that the
students work with a real hardware, connect real cables. Unfortunately this approach has the following
drawbacks: real hardware is very expensive, it requires a lot of space and sophisticated maintenance.
Moreover, if there is not enough equipment, students
have to do time-sharing on the hardware, hence it is
impossible to perform group lab sessions with instructor. And, of course, students can’t get the ”root” permissions on the real machines because the recovery is
not straight-forward and may take significant time.
Simulation Approach In (Wang et al., 2004) the
authors propose the design model and implementation method of virtual computer networks lab which
is based on NS2 simulator. There is a single powerful server that utilizes NS2 as computing platform.

The web-based software layer between the user and
NS2 eliminates the trouble of studying the NS2 simulator. User’s can access the lab remotely using the
Java Applet. This approach allows students to construct network scenarios quickly and to study different networking protocols. The drawback of this approach is that users (students) do not work with real
(or virtual) computers and routers, thus do not learn
how to configure them.

Virtual Machines Approach (Kuczborski, 2005)
describes the benefits of virtual machines and virtual networks for on-campus and distance education,
as well as industry-based training. In the proposed
approach, the VMware or VirtualPC are used as the
virtualization platform. Then, students build their
virtual networks on their computers. This method
have some drawbacks, namely, there is no centralized
server holding all virtual machines, thus the lab maintenance becomes difficult. Students must be familiar
with the virtualization software since building virtual
networks is not a trivial task for beginners. Also, the
suggested virtualization software is not a freeware.

Emulab Approach Emulab (Emulab, 2008) is a
large plant of powerful and expensive computers running common management software and initially designed for research purposes. The idea of using Emulabs for educational purposes is presented in (Laverell
et al., 2008). Until now, Emulabs, were used only for
research purposes, since they are very expensive and
Emulab management software is very complex, thus,
substantial knowledge and experience is required to
deploy it. Once deployed, Emulabs provides an excellent platform for operating system and networking projects. Emulab management software allows to
build networks and also to define links type and bandwidth. The major Emulabs drawbacks are: expensive
hardware and a very complex maintenance
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DETAILED SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE

In this section we present the hardware and software
tools that were used in creating the virtual laboratory.
As mentioned earlier, our system is based on a single
physical server (”the lab server”) with the following
hardware and software parameters.

5.1

Hardware

5.2.3

The lab server is equipped with Intel’s Xeon E5310
CPU which supports hardware assisted virtualization.
This feature is used by the Xen virtualization software
to achieve better performance of the virtual machines.
Hardware assisted virtualization feature allows virtual
machines to access hardware resources directly, thus
improving the performance. Relatively large amount
of RAM is needed since all virtual machines share the
same physical memory. Large amount of hard disk
space is required as well. Hard disk space is used for
virtual machines’ images storage and swap files, system and images backup. Image backup is essential
since an image may be easily damaged by an inexperienced user (every user has ”root” permissions on
virtual machines). The lab server hardware specifications summarized in the Table 1.

Virtual Machines’ Builds

The virtual machine images were initially created during the MLN build process. All of them - routers
included - are based on Debian Linux 4.0 template.
Additional software packages were subsequently installed to accommodate for the lab needs. Each virtual machine is assigned 64M RAM out of server’s
physical memory.
• Quagga routing suit. Quagga is a software package that provides static and dynamic routing capabilities and has Cisco IOS-like command line
interface. Working with Quagga-equipped Linux
machine is similar to working with Cisco router.
• Packet-tracing software: Tcpdump, WireShark
5.2.4

Virtual Machines’ Management

Table 1: Lab server hardware
CPU
Number of CPUs
RAM
Hard Disk
Number of Hard Disks

5.2

Intel Xeon 1.6GHz, E5310,
Quad Core
2 (8 cores)
8GB
250GB
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Software

The lab server’s software consists of the following
main components:
5.2.1

Virtualization Platform - Xen

For managing virtual machines we use open-source
software package called MLN - Managing Large Networks. MLN allows to create easily sets of virtual
machines (called MLN projects) and to connect them
into a network. MLN is developed and maintained by
Kyrre Bergnum of the Oslo University College. MLN
uses an original high-level language to describe virtual networks. It is easy to create the desired number
of network interfaces for each virtual machine using
MLN. It also provides scripts for starting and stopping the whole project or each separate virtual machine. Figure 6 presents an example of MLN code
that creates a simple network (i.e., MLN project) of
virtual machines with the topology of Figure 7.

Xen is an open-source software layer that runs directly on the server’s hardware and enables it to run
many isolated and independent operating systems, i.e.
virtual machines. Since we use Xen paravirtualization
(for better performance) rather than full virtualization,
we must use ported versions of hosting and guest operating systems. The version currently in use is Xen
3.1, though we are planning to move to the version
Xen 3.3.
5.2.2

Hosting Operating System

The main operating system that controls the lab server
is called hosting operating system or Dom0 (i.e.
domain 0). This OS is a Debian Linux 4.0 with
2.6.18-xen kernel supporting SMP - Symmetric Multiprocessing (technology in which each CPU core is
treated as a single processor and all cores share the
same main memory). This OS was chosen mainly because MLN best runs on it.

Figure 6: MLN code example.

6.1
Figure 7: Network topology corresponding to the configuration on Figure 6.

5.2.5

Bridge Utils

Bridge Utils is a necessary software package when
working with Xen. This package allows creation and
management of virtual Ethernet bridges/switches that
are used to interconnect virtual machines. Following
is an example of disconnecting one virtual machine
(machine with domain number 57 and network interface number 0) from a virtual switch ”sw1” and connecting the same network interface to another virtual
switch - ”sw2”.
brctl
brctl

delif
addif

sw1
sw2

vif57.0
vif57.0

Figure 8: Bridge Utils commands example

5.2.6

Xen VNC Framebuffer

VNC (Virtual Network Computing) software was
chosen to provide an access method to the virtual machines and routers. Fortunately, Xen has an integrated
VNC server (xen-vncfb), which allows direct connection to the virtual machines’ desktops. The alternative
is to run a VNC server on each virtual PC and router
and configure every one of them with real IP address,
which is unrealistic, given the number of machines
and routers we employ. The lab server software is
summarized in the Table 2.

Lab Organization

As mentioned earlier in the paper, we refer to the set
of 4 Linux PC’s, 4 Cisco-like routers and 8 Ethernet switches as NetLab. Using virtualization, we created each NetLab as a single MLN project. Ideally
we should have created as many NetLabs as the number of students teams (in our case they work in pairs),
thus, each team would have a separate NetLab for exclusive use during the whole course. In doing so, we
encountered a problem with Xen limiting the overall
number of virtual machines, no matter what amount
of RAM is installed. Further investigation showed
that, in fact, Xen limits the size of the operating system interrupt vector to 256, which results in overall
limitation in the number of block devices it supports.
A block device is a virtual hard disk partition or a virtual network interface card. Each virtual machine or
router has one hard disk partition and two NICs, thus
one NetLab requires 24 block devices. That led to
the maximum of 10 NetLabs running concurrently on
the server. The solution to the problem was to modify the Xen source code to overcome this limitation.
Namely, we changed the size of the Interrupt Vector
from 256 to 4096 and recompiled the whole source
tree. More minor modifications were made to optimize Xen performance. Detailed technical description of the changes is out of this paper’s scope. In our
current Virtual Lab setup we have 15 NetLabs running
concurrently on the Lab server (see Figure 2).

6.2

Virtual Networks Management

Building networks with virtual machines can be done
using following two approaches.
6.2.1

MLN projects

Table 2: Lab server software
OS
Linux Kernel
Virtualization Platform
Virtual Network
Management
Virtual Ethernet Switches
Virtual Machines
Access
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Debian Linux 4.0
2.6.18-xen, SMP
Xen 3.1
MLN (Managing
Large Networks)
Linux Bridge Utilities
Virtual Framebuffer
(VNC Server)

LAB DESIGN

In this approach, each MLN project defines a virtual
network comprised of Linux PCs, Cisco-like routers,
and Ethernet switches, thus, devices interconnections
are defined in the MLN code. It implies that in order
to change network topology students have to stop the
current MLN project (eight virtual machines) and to
start a new one. We developed a user-friendly webbased interface (written in PHP), which performs the
required operations (i.e. starts, stops and checks the
status of the required MLN project). Figure 9 illustrates the interface of MLN projects management.
6.2.2

This section describes our design of the virtual laboratory, students and administrator’s interfaces and additional software tools that were developed for the lab
management.

Network Topology Management

Under a heavy load (120 virtual machines), starting
and stopping MLN projects takes considerably long
time, thus, an alternative way of changing network

based method of topology change is much more efficient than the MLN-based, and hence is almost solely
used for network topology management. MLN is used
only to create new virtual machines images and to
startup/shutdown the NetLabs.

Figure 9: Web interface for managing MLN projects.

topology was designed. It is using Linux ”Bridge
Utils” in conjunction with our custom-developed software. ”Bridge Utils” commands allow to disconnect a virtual machine from one switch and connect
it to another one easily and efficiently, without need
to restart the NetLabs. In such a manner we can
always keep our NetLabs ”on air” all the time and
change the topology (VMs’ interconnections inside
each NetLab) using ”Bridge Utils”. Although this
solution seems to be suitable, it requires student’s
knowledge of ”Bridge Utils” commands which is not
mandatory at this stage of education. To overcome
this and to shorten the lab setup times, we developed
a user-friendly web-based interface (written in PHP),
which performs the required operations (i.e. sets the
required NetLab topology). Figure 3 illustrates the
interface of topology changing using ”Bridge Utils”.
The management software uses the configuration files
to create desired network topology. We have prepared
the whole set of configuration files which describe every network topology we use. Figure 10 is an example
of a configuration file corresponding to the topology
shown in Figure 5.

6.3

Lab Access (Lab Interface)

6.3.1

Students

Students’ interface to the lab is very convenient. They
can access each virtual machine in their NetLab from
every computer class using a VNC-viewer program.
They also can access the virtual machines’ desktops
from any Internet-connected computer running VNC
viewer. VNC display serves as input and output interface to the virtual machine. Each virtual machine has
a unique VNC display number which is assigned to it
during the build process of the MLN project. Figure
11 bellow describes the way students connect to their
virtual desktops:

Figure 11: Connecting to virtual machine.

Students also can set the desired network topology
using the web-based interface presented in Figure 3.
6.3.2

In addition to the lab interfaces available for students,
lab administrators/instructors have an ability to easily
manage MLN projects via the above-mentioned webbased interface (see Figure 9).

6.4

Figure 10: Topology configuration file for the network of
Figure 5.

As our experience shows, the ”Bridge Utils”-

Administrators

Interacting with the outer world

When performing the experiments, students are required to save various data as files (e.g. packet trace
log files or PC’s routing table) to be used in lab reports. Since all the virtual networks are isolated from
the outside world due to security considerations, there
is no trivial way out. For this purpose we designed the
following solution. Another virtual machine called
”Virtual FTP server” was created on the lab server
and equipped with two network interfaces. One of
them is connected to the special internal virtual network, and the other one to the outside world (with a

real IP address). This special network consists of the
”Virtual FTP server” and all PC1 of all the NetLabs.
In such manner, each NetLab has a way out. Figure
12 illustrates the idea.

Figure 12: Configuration with Virtual FTP Server.
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LAB EXAMPLES

During the course the students are exposed to different network topologies, explore routing and transport
protocols, learn to work with different networking
tools. Now we will present some experiments performed by students during the course. Most of the
experiments are based on the book ”Mastering Networks”. Since it is written with the real laboratory
in mind, changes were made to the proposed experiments to adapt for the virtual environment.
Single Segment IP Network In this lab students
make their first steps working with computer networks. They study how to configure IP addresses, test
communication between devices and use sniffers.

8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

In this paper we presented a virtual computer networks laboratory based on a single server. The advantages of it are the cost and space saving, energy
saving, simple lab administration, flexible network
topologies. We’ve exploited this lab for almost two
years and students’ feedbacks were very positive and
encouraging. As our future work, we are considering
to scale up the system by using more then one server
and to develop even more flexible user interface for
network topologies construction. In addition, we are
planning to develop many more lab experiments in the
near future.
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